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QUESTION 1

In Essbase 11.1.1, what are two possible ways to calculate Period to Date values in ASO? 

A. Enable Dynamic Time Series 

B. Analytic dimension with member formulas to calculate period to date values 

C. Alternate hierarchy in Time dimension to rollup period to date values 

D. Create a Date Time dimension 

Correct Answer: BC 

B: More recent releases of Essbase will do time balancing natively, but period-to-date is something you still have to
work out. A preferred method of doing this is to add an analytic dimension to the database and set the formula in one of
the 

calculated members. For those of you who aren\\'t familiar with the term, an analytic dimension is one that you add to
your database that has a single default load member, all other members are calculated. 

B, C: Period to date functionality has to be managed via MDX formulas and/or alternate roll ups in your time dimension. 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following information, what is the block size? 

A. 400 KB 

B. 400 Bytes 

C. 1056 KB 

D. 50 Bytes 

E. 1056 Bytes 

F. 50 KB 

G. 70 KB 

Correct Answer: B 

We need to multiple the stored (not the total) members of the dense dimensions (here Accounts: 10, Time:5) with 8 to
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calculate the block size. Block size: 10 x 5 x 8 = 400 

Note: Data block size is determined by the amount of data in particular combination of dense dimensions. For ex: when
you change the dense or sparse configuration of one or more dimensions in the database, the data block size changes.
Data block size is 8n bytes, where n is the number of cells that exist (ie. Stored, not total) for that combination of dense
dimensions.Note: Optimal range is 8 to 100 kb 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a MaxL script to log into the database, update a dimension, load data, and run a calculation. Identify
the two true statements about creating this MaxL script. 

A. A separate MaxL script is required for each step 

B. The password must be hardcoded into the script when logging in. 

C. IFERROR can be used in MaxL to handle errors after each statement, when triggered will skip to a subsequent
statement 

D. Variables for objects like server names, application names and database names can be used in a MaxL script to help
with maintenance 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: iferror instructs the MaxL Shell to respond to an error in the previous statement by skipping subsequent statements,
up to a certain location in the script that is defined by a label name. Goto forces the MaxL Shell to branch to a certain
location in the script defined by a label name; goto is not dependent on the occurence of an error. Syntaxiferror
LABELNAMEgoto LABELNAMEdefine label LABELNAME 

D: In the MaxL Shell, you can use variables as placeholders for any data that is subject to change or that you refer to
often; for example, the name of a computer, user names, and passwords. You can use variables in MaxL scripts as well
as during interactive use of the shell. Using variables in MaxL scripts eliminates the need to create many customized
scripts for each user, database, or host. Variables can be environment variables (for example, $ARBORPATH, which
references the directory Essbase is installed to), positional parameters (for example, $1, $2, etc.), or locally defined
shell variables. All variables must begin with a $ (dollar sign). Locally defined shell variables should be set without the
dollar sign, but should be referenced with the dollar sign. Example: set A = val_1; echo $A; val_1 

Incorrect answer: 

A MaxL cannot contain several steps. 

Example: 

login $1 $2; 

import database sample.basic dimensions 

from data_file \\'C:\\data\\dimensions.txt\\' 

using rules_file \\'C:\\\\data\\rulesfile.rul\\' 

on error append to \\'C:\\\\logs\\dimbuild.log\\'; 

iferror \\'dimbuildFailed\\'; 
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import database sample.basic data from data_file 

"$ARBORPATH\\app\\sample\\basic\\calcdat.txt" 

on error abort; 

define label \\'dimbuildFailed\\'; 

exit; 

B: It is recommend that you encrypt the MaxL scripts that includes user names and password, but it is not required. 

Note: 

MAXL is an script language that we could use to manipulate essbase, we could use it to 

*

 create or modify essbase applications or database or even outline 

*

 create or modify dimension (e.g. add new member to the dimension) 

*

 importing data into database 

*

 execute calculation scripts. 

*

 ...many more , actually most of the functionality that we use the graphic admin console to do could be done using maxl
scripts. 

MAXL script is only simple text that we could edit or write using the simple notepad . although admin console do provide
an more easy editor for editing MAXL scripts. 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the two true statements about data loads to ASO and BSO databases. 

A. Data can only be loaded to level 0 members in ASO database where BSO allows data loads to upper level
members. 

B. Cells at all levels can be loaded (except Dynamic Calc members) for both ASO and BSO. 

C. After an ASO data load, no further calculation is required. 

D. Concurrent loads are supported for both ASO and BSO 

Correct Answer: AC 
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A: ASO targets can be partitioned only along level 0 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options would provide a better design for the following accounts and metrics? 

A. If there are a small number of accounts that require FTE and Expense dollars, split Accounts and Metrics into 2
dimensions 

B. If there are a large number of accounts that require FTE and Expense dollars, split Accounts and Metrics into 2
dimensions 

C. If reporting dictates FTE and dollars in the columns and accounts in the rows, split Accounts and Metrics into 2
dimensions 

D. If block size is large, then keep Accounts and Metrics as one dimension with a dense dimension 

Correct Answer: BD 

Use Application Design Best Practices, Minimize the number of dimensions, Avoid Repetition in dimensions, Avoid inter
dimensional irrelevance. 
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